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It’s time to move to a real-time threat prevention
technology and services, combining advanced security
across networks, cloud and mobile
Cybercrime remains one of the top risks the world faces
today. And the threat landscape continues to evolve.

The frequency of cyberattacks
is increasing, with 95% of CIOs
expecting security threats to
increase by 2022*.

Cybersecurity maturity ambitions
outpace preparedness as the
European region falls behind the
global benchmark**.

As your digital infrastructure grows, so does your
business’ potential attack surface. But this doesn’t mean
business transformation must slow down.

Data protection and privacy
regulations create complexity and
opportunity.

The frequency of cyberattacks is increasing, with 95%
of CIOs expecting security threats to increase by 2022*.
*Source: Verizon, 2018 and GTIR, 2019 ** source: GTIR, 2019

Businesses yesterday

Businesses today

Safe

Everything
inside the perimeter
can be trusted

The perimeter is
everywhere
who can I trust?

Does your business face one of
these challenges?
Is your company unable to protect across the
entire IT infrastructure? Are you having difficulty
implementing a consolidated cybersecurity
architecture, caused by disparate technologies?

Is your company moving to the cloud,
or increasing adoption of cloud-based services,
requiring cloud based security solutions to
protect the cloud?

Is your company expending and does
it need a security solution that will
grow with you?

Does your company have a
shortage of trained staff?

About Zero Trust Security Solution
At NTT we support business innovation, while managing risk with cybersecurity intelligence. Together with Check
Point, we are launching our Zero Trust Security Solution, to prepare your clients for growth and help protect their
network, endpoint, cloud and mobile - with a simple all-inclusive, per-user, per-year subscription.

Check Point Infinity is the first ever consolidated, security architecture across networks, cloud and mobile providing
the highest level of threat prevention. They can manage mobile, cloud and network environments, protecting
them with integrated threat prevention and with a security policy that expresses your business needs, as well as
supporting the ebb and flow of cloud demand with auto scaling.

Through our NTT skills and expertise, we deliver integrated cybersecurity services. With unsurpassed threat
intelligence, we help you to prevent, predict, detect, and respond to cyberthreats, while supporting business
innovation and managing risk. Avoid downtime and build an agile and predictive security ecosystem across your
users, devices, applications, and infrastructure.

We can help you establish cyber-resilience and active
cyber-defense as well as a zero risk security platfom

Cost

Complexity

Compliance

Cloud

Balance security
cost against
business impact control cost through
an all inclusive cost
per user, per year
subscription

Overcome
complexity &
fragmentation with
a consolidated
cybersecurity
architecture

Ensure that your
business is fully
compliant

Support your cloud
adoption with cloud
based services

Compentency

Control

Meet skills shortage
with managed
security services &
consultancy

Maintain Zero Trust
Security with full
CONTROL on all
devices inside or
outside the network

Zero Trust Security
solution includes:

Check Point
Infinity

NTT Services:
Installation & Adoption

NTT
Managed Security

all-inclusive, per-user,
per-year subscription.

Consultancy: business requirements,

Device Management
& Threat Detection.
recommendations.

workshops and interviews, risk
analysis, gap & technical analysis,
recommendations.

What makes us unique:

20

Proven experience and 20-year track record in security solutions.

As part of the NTT Group, we have unsurpassed threat insights gained
from visibility of 40% of global Internet traffic.

57

We have completed more than 15,000 security engagements, spanning
57 countries and multiple industries.

Over 500 security consultants, architects and engineers across Europe,
and over 2,000 cybersecurity specialists globally.

TOP
3

40%

500

Global vendor partnerships and top-three EU reseller
for all our Tier-1 partners

Contact us for more details or for a security assessment on your
network, endpoint, cloud and mobile environment.

